Low latency is highly desirable for cloud services. To achieve a low response time, stringent timing requirements are needed for task scheduling in a large-scale server farm spanning thousands of servers. In this paper, we conduct an in-depth analysis for distributed Join-the-Idle-Queue (JIQ), a promising new approximation of an idealized task-scheduling algorithm. In particular, we derive semi-closed form expressions for the delay performance of distributed JIQ, and we propose a new variant of distributed JIQ that offers clear advantages over alternative algorithms for large systems.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
I N CLOUD communication, low latency is highly desirable for online services spanning thousands of servers. For example, Google search typically returns the query results within a few hundreds of milliseconds. According to Google and Amazon, an extra latency of 500 milliseconds in response time could result in a 1.2% loss of users and revenue [1] . The demand for fast response time, which significantly impacts user experience and service-provider revenue, is translated into stringent timing requirements for task scheduling in a largescale server farm.
Join-the-Shortest-Queue (JSQ) is an idealized algorithm to achieve short response time. It tracks the queue lengths of all the servers and selects the least loaded server for a newly arrival task. Although JSQ is proven to be latency optimal [2] , it doesn't scale well as the system size increases. The reason is that tracking the global queue-length information is both time and resource consuming. To alleviate this problem, the Powerof-d-Choices (Pod) algorithm (d ≥ 2) has been proposed as an "approximation" of the idealized JSQ. Instead of tracking the global information, Pod only probes d servers uniformly at Manuscript random upon a task arrival and selects the least loaded one for the new task. Although Pod achieves reasonably good average response time [4] , its tail response time still remains high for large-scale systems [7] , [9] , [10] and its probing operation incurs additional delay.
Recently, distributed Join-the-Idle-Queue (JIQ) [11] has emerged as a promising new approximation of JSQ. JIQ employs a number of distributed schedulers, each maintaining an I-queue that stores a list of idle servers. When a new task arrives at the system, it randomly visits a scheduler, asking to join an idle server in its I-queue. Compared to JSQ, each scheduler in JIQ only maintains local information and is scalable to large systems. Compared to Pod, each scheduler in JIQ avoids the probing operation and assigns a new task to an idle server directly as long as its I-queue is non-empty. Due to its clear advantages, JIQ has begun to attract research attention from academia [12] - [15] . Despite these significant research achievements made recently, distributed JIQ is not yet well understood from a theoretical perspective. For example, there is no closed-form expression yet that exactly characterizes the delay performance of distributed JIQ [12] . 1 Also, there seems no theoretical guarantee that the distributed JIQ (or any of its variants) is strictly better than Pod.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we take a further step in understanding the performance of distributed JIQ. As our first contribution, we apply a mean-field analysis to derive semi-closed form expressions of the stationary tail distribution and the expected response time for distributed JIQ. Our expressions contain a parameterp 0 ∈ (0, 1) that can be efficiently calculated by a binary search. We show that, in the large-system limit, the tail probabilityŝ i of a server having at least i tasks is given bŷ
where λ is the normalized arrival rate. We also show that the expected task response time is 1 +p 0 ∞ i=1ŝ i . These two expressions allow us to compare JIQ and Pod directly and find that JIQ is not always better than Pod.
As our second contribution, we propose a new variant of JIQ called JIQ-Pod that strictly outperforms Pod. JIQ-Pod enjoys the best of both worlds. Similar to JIQ, a scheduler with a non-empty I-queue in JIQ-Pod assigns a new task to an idle server on its I-queue. Similar to Pod, a scheduler with an empty I-queue in JIQ-Pod probes d servers and selects the least loaded one. Intuitively, JIQ-Pod improves upon JIQ in that it makes schedulers with empty I-queues "smarter"; it improves upon Pod in that schedulers with non-empty I-queues can assign new tasks directly to idle servers without the probing operation. Using the mean-field analysis, we are able to quantify the improvements of JIQ-Pod over JIQ and Pod in the large-system limit.
C. Related Work
The Pod algorithm and its variants have been widely studied and applied in today's cloud systems. One variant is called batch filling [7] , [10] , which is designed for batch arrivals. It achieves lower tail response time than the Pod algorithm and guarantees a bounded maximum queue-length for the system. Another variant is a hybrid algorithm that combines the Pod with a centralized helper [16] . In particular, such hybrid algorithm achieves a bounded maximum queue-length and lower response time even when the helper has a small portion of processing capacity. Unlike these variants, JIQ and JIQ-Pod neither rely on batch arrivals nor rely on a centralized helper.
The JIQ algorithm was originally proposed in a seminal work [11] in 2011. The authors assumed that all servers in I-queues are idle as a simplification of their performance analysis. As pointed out in [11] , this assumption is violated when an idle server receives a random arrival. In this work, we do not make such assumption. Instead, we introduce delete request messages (as explained later) to ensure that all servers in I-queue are idle.
Recently, Mitzenmacher studied the distributed JIQ algorithm through a fluid-limit approach [12] . He proposed an elegant classification of the states of servers and derived families of differential equations that describe the JIQ system in the large-system limit. Due to the high complexity of those differential equations, there is no expression of the equilibrium in a convenient form in terms of λ [12] . Our work is inspired by Mitzenmacher's fluid-limit approach. By introducing delete request messages, we are able to simplify the differential equations and obtain semi-closed form expressions for distributed JIQ. Based on the insights from our analysis, we propose and analyzed a new variant of JIQ that outperforms both JIQ and Pod in all conditions.
In a series of papers [13] - [15] , Stolyar studied a centralized JIQ algorithm where there is only one scheduler (or a fixed number of schedulers) in the system through mean-field analysis. It shows that centralized JIQ approaches the performance of JSQ in the large-systems limit. This exciting result means that a centralized scheduler only needs to track idle servers instead of all the servers. Our work is complementary to Stolyar's work in that we focus on distributed JIQ rather than cetralized JIQ.
Also, several recent studies explored the tradeoff between the communication overheads and the task/job response times [17] , [18] as well as the tradeoff between the energy consumption and the task/job response times [19] for JIQ-like algorithms. The techniques developed in this work might be useful to these studies as well. 
D. Organization of the Paper
Section II introduces our system model and main results. In Section III, we perform the mean-field analysis for both JIQ and JIQ-Pod. In Section IV, extensive simulations are conducted to validate our analysis. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we will introduce the system model of the distributed JIQ algorithm as well as a new variant-distributed JIQ-Pod algorithm. We will then compare these two algorithms with the Pod algorithm in terms of tail distribution of servers and expected task response time.
A. Distributed JIQ Algorithm
Consider a system with N identical servers and M schedulers, where the ratio r is defined as r = N/M . Each scheduler is equipped with an I-queue that stores a list of idle servers (which will be specified later).
The system evolves as follows:
• Task arrivals: Tasks arrive at the system according to a Poisson process of rate λN , where λ < 1, and are sent to a scheduler uniformly at random. Thus, each scheduler observes a Poisson arrival process of rate λN/M . • Schedulers with I-queues: Each scheduler has an I-queue, which maintains a list of idle servers. Upon a task arrival, each scheduler checks its I-queue and assigns the task to a server according to the following rule: If the I-queue is non-empty, the scheduler selects an idle server uniformly at random from its I-queue. If the I-queue is empty, the scheduler selects a server uniformly at random from all the servers. • Servers: Each server has an infinite buffer and processes tasks in a first-in first-out (FIFO) manner. The task processing times are exponentially distributed with mean 1. Whenever a server becomes idle, it joins an I-queue selected uniformly at random among all I-queues. Whenever an idle server becomes busy, it leaves its associated I-queue in one of the following two ways: 1) If it is selected by a scheduler with a non-empty I-queue, then it simply leaves the I-queue, as shown in Figure 1 . 2) If it is selected by a scheduler with an empty I-queue, then it has to inform its associated I-queue by sending a "delete request" message, as shown in Figure 2 
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Remark 1: We note that some distributed JIQ algorithm doesn't use the "delete request" messages (e.g., in [12] ), allowing I-queues having non-idle servers. Although it reduces the communication overhead, it complicates the theoretical analysis. As we will see in Section IV-B, such extra communication overhead is acceptable.
B. Distributed JIQ-Pod Algorithm
The distributed JIQ algorithm described above doesn't always outperform the Pod algorithm, especially under heavy workload where most I-queues are empty. To address this issue, we propose a new variant of JIQ, namely JIQ-Pod, which combines the advantages of JIQ and Pod. It works as follows.
Schedulers Under JIQ-Pod: Upon a task arrival, each scheduler checks its I-queue and assigns the task to a server according to the following rule: If its I-queue is non-empty, the scheduler selects an idle server uniformly at random from its I-queue. If its I-queue is empty, the scheduler probes d servers uniformly at random and assigns the task to the least loaded one, as shown in Figure 3 . Essentially, each scheduler with an empty I-queue is applying the Pod strategy. 2 We observe that the same strategy is used in [14] , where the idle server informs its associated I-queue to destroy its identity in the list. In order to implement the deletion of requests in a practical system, each idle queue can make use of some advanced data structures (such as red-black trees) to facilitate the operations of adding an idle queue, searching an idle queue, and deleting an idle queue. The design principle here is to use extra computational resource to improve the delay performance. All other steps remain the same as the distributed JIQ algorithm. Clearly, when d = 1, our JIQ-Pod algorithm reduces to the distributed JIQ.
C. Main Results
Table I presents our main results that characterize the stationary tail distribution and the expected task response time in the large-system limit (i.e., N → ∞ and M → ∞ with the ratio r = N/M fixed), wherep 0 is some parameter in (0, 1) (which will be specified later). The stationary tail distribution s i is the fraction of servers having at least i tasks in their task queues. (Note thatŝ 0 is always equal to 1, and that the {ŝ i } are non-increasing.) The smallerŝ i is, the shorter the task delay. The expected task response time T (λ) measures the average completion time for a task in steady state.
First, we observe that JIQ-Pod gives the best tail distribution s i . Compared to Pod, JIQ-Pod has an additional factor of
. For instance, when d = 2, i = 2 and p 0 = 0.5, such factor equals to 0.5. Compared to JIQ, JIQ-Pod has larger exponents of λ andp 0 . For example, when d = 2 and i = 3, the exponent of λ under JIQ-Pod is
Second, we observe that JIQ-Pod achieves the shortest expected task response time T (λ). Compared to Pod, JIQ-Pod has an additional factor ofp 0 < 1. Compared to JIQ, JIQ-Pod has larger exponents ofŝ i . To better illustrate the advantage of JIQ-Pod, we provide a concrete numerical example in Figure 4 , which shows that, when λ = 0.98, T (λ) of JIQ-Pod is only around 2.6, whereas T (λ) of JIQ and Pod are 5.3 and 4.5, respectively. 
III. MEAN-FIELD ANALYSIS
In this section, we will use the mean-field analysis to study the stationary distributions of the queue lengths, as well as the corresponding expected task response time, under JIQ. We will then apply the same analysis to JIQ-Pod. The underlying assumptions behind the mean-field analysis will be validated through simulations in Sec. IV-A. In fact, these assumptions can be rigorously validated using proof techniques such as Kurtz's theorem [3] - [6] , which is beyond the scope of this paper. 3 First, we look at the state of a single server in the system. Let X
denote the state of the ith server at time t in a system of N servers and M I-queues, where X (N ) i (t) is the queue length of the ith server at time t and Y (N ) i (t) is the index of the associated I-queue. If the ith server doesn't belong to any I-queue at time t, we set Y
It is easy to check that X
forms an irreducible, nonexplosive, continuous-time Markov chain under our system model. Moreover, the following theorem shows that this Markov chain is positive recurrent. Thus, it has a unique stationary distribution.
under the JIQ algorithm is positive recurrent. Proof: We first construct a potential function and then apply Foster-Lyapunov theorem. Please see Appendix A for details.
We now introduce a new representation of the system state to conduct the mean-field analysis. Let Q (N ) i (t) denote the 3 The evolution of the system state can be characterized by a densitydependent continuous-time Markov chain Q (N) (t). This allows us to apply Kurtz's theorem [3] - [6] to rigorously validate the use of the mean-field analysis. Most of the proof steps towards this direction are standard except for the step showing the global convergence of the underlying ordinary differential equations. For example, one can prove that the stationary distribution of a single queue weakly converges to a limiting distributionq as N → ∞ and that any finite number of queues are asymptotically independent by following the footsteps in Chapter 3.4 of Mitzenmacher's thesis [3] number of servers with i tasks at time t. Let Q (N ) (0,j) (t) denote the number of idle servers that belong to I-queues of size j at time t. Then, the system state at time t can be described by
One can verify that Q (N ) (t) also forms a continuous-time Markov chain under our system model, because the individual servers (or I-queues) of the same queue-length are indistinguishable for system evolution. In other words, our new Markov chain Q (N ) (t) captures the "essential" information of our original Markov chain X
. In particular, if our original Markov chain has a unique stationary distribution, so does our new Markov chain.
For convenience, we further introduce a normalized version of Q (N ) (t) defined as
Note thatQ (N ) (0,j) (t) is the fraction of servers that belong to I-queues of size j at time t, andQ (N ) i (t) is the fraction of servers with i tasks at time t. Clearly, Q (N ) (t) is also positive recurrent and has a unique stationary distribution. In addition, we can show that Q (N ) (t) is density dependent. The mean-field analysis proceeds as follows. We assume that the N servers are in the steady state. We also assume that the states of these servers are identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) [7] , [10] . This i.i.d. assumption will be validated later through simulations. We now consider the state evolution of one server in the system under the i.i.d. assumption. Note that the possible server states are from the set {(0, 1), (0, 2), . . . , 1, 2, . . .} where the state-(0, j) means that the server is idle and belongs to an I-queue of size j, and the state-i means that the server has i tasks in its queue. Let q = q (0,1) ,q (0,2) , · · · ,q 1 ,q 2 , · · · denote the stationary distribution of the server state. (Note thatq is unique because Q (N ) (t) is positive recurrent.) Then, by the Strong Law of Large Numbers, q 0,j can be interpreted as the fraction of servers belonging to an I-queue of size j, and q i can be interpreted as the fraction of servers with i tasks in the large-system limit. This means that the stationary distribution of Q (N ) (t) "concentrates" onq as N → ∞. We are now ready to derive the stationary distributions under JIQ and JIQ-Pod in the large-system limit.
A. The Stationary Distribution Under JIQ
In this subsection, we will derive the stationary distribution of one server in the system under JIQ. The i.i.d. assumption described above allows us to obtain the transition rates for the state evolution of the server. In fact, this assumption holds asymptotically in the large-system limit. In other words, the stationary distribution derived here is sufficiently accurate for large-scale systems. The state-transition-rate diagram is shown in Figure 5 .
To derive the transition rates, we need some additional notations. Let p i be the fraction of I-queues of size i in the large-system limit and recall that r = N/M . Then we have
where the first equation follows from the fact that the number of servers in state-(0, i) is equal to i times the number of I-queues of size i, and the second equation follows from the fact that ∞ j=0 p j = 1. We now derive the transition rates for the state evolution of a single server as follows:
The processing rate of a task is exponentially distributed with mean 1.
The task arrival rate is λN , the probability of joining an empty I-queue is p 0 , and the probability of selecting the target server over all servers is 1 N . • y 1,(0,j) = p j−1 for j ≥ 1.
The processing rate of a task is exponentially distributed with mean 1, and the probability of joining an I-queue of size j − 1 is p j−1 . • y (0,j),1 = λ(p 0 + r j ) for j ≥ 1. The task arrival rate is λN . There are two events leading to this state change because of a newly arrival task. The first event is that the new task is routed to an empty I-queue and then directed to the target server. The probability of this event is p 0 · 1 N . The second event is that the new task is routed to the I-queue associated with the target server and then directed to the target server. The probability of this event is 1 M · 1 j = r N · 1 j . Hence, the transition rate is λN
The generating rate of idle servers is q 1 N , and the probability of selecting the I-queue associated with the target server is 1 M . • y (0,j),(0,j−1) = λ(j − 1)(p 0 + r j ) for j ≥ 2. The task arrival rate is λN . There are two events resulting in this state change. The first event is that the new task is routed to an empty I-queue and then directed to an idle server having the same I-queue as the target server. The probability of this event is p 0 · j−1 N . The second event is that the new task is routed to the I-queue associated with the target server and then directed to another idle server. The probability of this event is 1 M · j−1 j . Hence, the transition rate is λN
Based on the above transition rates, one can easily write down the local balance equations as
(2)
The following theorem computes the stationary distribution of the state of a single server in the large-system limit by finding a particular distribution that satisfies the local balance equations (2) .
Theorem 2: The stationary distribution of the state of a single server under JIQ in the large-system limit is
wherep 0 is the unique solution to the following equation
over the interval (0, 1). Remark 2: By (1) and (3), we have
Remark 3:
Let
Then (4) can be written as f (p 0 ) = 1. Interestingly, f (p 0 ) can be expressed in terms of Gamma functions
where the Gamma functions Γ(x) and Γ(x, a) are respectively defined as
To see this, notice that
.
gives the expression of f (p 0 ).
Proof: We will prove Theorem 2 through two steps. First, we will show that (4) indeed has a unique solution. Second, we will show that the distributionq satisfies the local balance equations (2) .
To prove the first step, we will show in Appendix B that f (p 0 ) is differentiable and monotonically increasing over the interval (0, 1). Notice that f (0) = 0 and f (1) > 1 when λ < 1. Hence, by the Intermediate Value Theorem, the equation f (p 0 ) = 1 has a unique solution over the interval (0, 1).
To prove the second step, we only need to verify that the distributionq (constructed in (3)) satisfies the local balance equations (2) . This verification is straightforward.
Remark 4: In order to numerically compute the value ofp 0 , we consider a truncated version of f (p 0 ) defined as
Intuitively, f n (p 0 ) tends to f (p 0 ) as n increases, because the terms of f (p 0 ) are decreasing exponentially to 0. We can bound the "approximation error" f (p 0 ) − f n (p 0 ) as follows:
, where r n (1−λp0) n É n j=1 (r+jp0) p 0 is the last term of f n (p 0 ). Note that
Hence, the approximation error is less than a fraction of r (1−λp0) (n+rλ)p0 of the last term of f n (p 0 ), which is negligible for large n. In fact, our numerical simulation suggests that f n (p 0 ) is sufficiently close to f (p 0 ) and is monotonically increasing when n > 20. This allows us to apply a simple binary search to solve the equation f n (p 0 ) = 1.
We can derive the stationary tail distribution and the expected task response time based on Theorem 2.
Corollary 1: In the large-system limit, the stationary tail distribution under JIQ iŝ
and the expected task response time under JIQ is 1 1−p0λ . Proof: The stationary tail distribution
This proves the first part. To compute the expected task response time, we consider the following two cases. 1) A new task is sent to a non-empty I-queue (with probability 1 −p 0 ). The expected task response time in this case is 1. 2) A new task is sent to an empty I-queue (with probabilitŷ p 0 ). The expected task response time in this case is
Combining the above two cases, the expected task response time is
This completes the second part.
B. The Stationary Distribution Under JIQ-Pod
Similar to our previous analysis for JIQ, the statetransition-rate diagram is also shown in Figure 5 , we can derive the transition rates for JIQ-Pod as follows,
y (0,j−1),(0,j) = rq 1 , for j ≥ 2.
The local balance equations are the same as those in (2). Based on (2), we can calculate the stationary distribution of the status of single server in the large-system limit.
Theorem 3: The stationary distribution of the state of a single server under JIQ-Pod in the large-system limit is
over the interval (0, 1). Proof: The proof is omitted here as it is essentially the same as the proof for Theorem 2.
Corollary 2: In the large-system limit, the stationary tail distribution under JIQ-Pod iŝ
, for i ≥ 1 and the expected task response time under the JIQ-Pod algo-
Proof: The proof is omitted here since it is essentially the same as the proof for Corollary 1 in which the sum ofq i terms is expanded as a telescoping series.
Under the JIQ-Pod algorithm, the tail distribution of server queue length is lighter. Hence, task is processed faster.
IV. SIMULATIONS
In this section, we will validate our theoretical results, measure the impact of "delete request" messages and compare various JIQ algorithms in finite-sized systems. In all of our simulations, we start from an empty system with the number of servers, N , set to be either 500 or 1000. The number of I-queues, M , is chosen as M = N r , where r will be specified later. The simulation results are based on the average of 10 runs, where each run lasts for 100, 000 unit times, in which we dropped the initial 10, 000 steps when counting the results.
A. Validation of the Mean-Field Analysis
In this subsection, we evaluate our predictions for the stationary distribution and the expected task response time. Table II compares the stationary distributions for JIQ and JIQ-Pod obtained from prediction and simulation. We observe that the larger the system size is, the higher the accuracy becomes. When the server size is only 500, the maximum relative error rate under JIQ is only 3.3% forq 5 . Figure 6 shows the task response times of JIQ and JIQ-Pod obtained from prediction and simulation. As we can see, when the server size is 1000, the maximum relative error is only 3.4% and the corresponding absolute error is 0.178. Hence, our theoretical predictions are fairly accurate even for systems of relatively small size. In Figure 6 , we also compared the prediction of task response times from [11] with ours. The higher arrival rate is, the more accuracy [11] acquires.
B. Impact of "Delete Request" Messages
Recall that in Section II, we applied a "delete request" strategy to the conventional JIQ algorithm (e.g., JIQ-Original) to simplify theoretical analysis. In the subsection, we explore the impact of such "delete request" strategy on our JIQ algorithm in terms of the communication overhead and mean task response time.
First, idle servers not only send "join I-queue request", but also send "delete request" under our JIQ algorithm, which will increase the number of "request" messages for each server. Figure 7 studies the average number of "request" the number of "delete request" messages is no more than 8% of overall requests.
Second, such "delete request" strategy has little impact on the mean task response time. Figure 8 compares the mean task response times of different JIQ algorithms. It shows that the mean task response times of both JIQ-Original and JIQ are close to each other. To sum up, the "delete request" strategy has little impact on JIQ.
C. Comparison of JIQ Algorithms
Finally, we compare our JIQ-Pod with two other variants, JIQ-Threshold and JIQ-SQ(d) [11] , [12] .
• JIQ-Threshold: There is a threshold z for server queue length. As long as a server has less than or equal to z tasks, it will send a "join I-queue request" message to an I-queue. Thus, I-queues contain all servers with less than or equal to z tasks. Fig. 10 . The cumulative distribution function of task response time when λ = 0.88, d = 2, r = 10 and threshold is 10. Fig. 11 . A comparison of average task response time for five algorithms.
• JIQ-SQ(d): When an idle server needs to send a "join I-queue request" message to an I-queue, it adopts the Pod algorithm to select which I-queue to report.
For comparison, we use the tail distributionŝ i and the mean task response time. Figure 9 compares the tail distributionŝ s i among those three algorithms when d = 2 and z = 1. In Figure 9 , the JIQ-Pod algorithm always has the lightest tail in the heavy workload region. Figure 8 compares the mean task response time of different JIQ algorithms. It is shown that the mean task response time of JIQ-Pod is the shortest among five alternative algorithms. Overall, our JIQ-Pod algorithm achieves the best delay performance compared with other alternative JIQ algorithms.
Finally, we conduct trace-driven simulations using realworld data from Google clusters, which contains more than 12,000 tasks over seven hours. In Figure 10 , we compare the cumulative distribution function of task response time among five different algorithms. It shows that the JIQ-Po2 algorithm attains the best performance when λ = 0.88, d = 2, r = 10 (where the threshold is 10 and the mean task length is 10). In Figure 11 , we vary the arrival rate λ from 0.88 to 0.98.
We observe that the JIQ-Po2 algorithm achieve the shortest mean task response time.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyzed the JIQ algorithm by the meanfield analysis. Then, we proposed a hybrid algorithm called JIQ-Pod, which takes the advantage of both JIQ and Pod. Under the large-system limit, we obtained semi-closed form expressions of the stationary distributions of JIQ and JIQ-Pod. Our theoretical results fit the simulation results well in reasonable large systems, e.g., N = 1000. In addition, our simulation results show that our JIQ-Pod outperforms many JIQ variants in all conditions. APPENDIX
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Set the potential equation V (z) as
where z = z
. Let q z,w be the transition rate from system state z to w. The system state changes only when there is a task-arrival or a task-departure event happens. We consider the Lyapunov drift as follows:
By the Foster-Lyapunov theorem, we only need to show that for any fixed N and M ,
This is because:
In terms of z i,2 , it increases from 0 to a positive number in [1, M] when the ith server becomes idle. In other cases, z i,2 remains unchanged or decreases to 0. As z i,2 ∈ [0, M] and the processing rate for each server is 1, we obtain
In terms of z i,1 , it increases by 1 when a task arrives to the ith server; it decrease by 1 when a task departures the ith server. Let p (N ) 0 be the fraction of empty I-queues. Recall the evolution of a JIQ system, when a new task arrives, we obtain 
For task-departure events, recall that the server processing rate is 1, we have
Thus, we have
Finally, we sum up (11) and (12) to have (10) . This completes the proof.
B. f (p 0 ) is Differentiable and Monotonically Increasing
First of all, we will show that f (p 0 ) is differentiable over the interval (0, 1). According to (5) , it suffices to prove that
is differentiable over (0, 1). Recall that h(p 0 ) can be rewritten as
where a(p 0 ) = r −λ + 1 p0 and g(p 0 , t) = t r p 0 e −t . By the Leibniz's integral rule, h(p 0 ) is differentiable as long as • a(p 0 ) has continuous derivative over (0, 1); • g(p 0 , t) and its partial derivative ∂ ∂p0 g(p 0 , t) are continuous in the region of 0 < p 0 < 1 and 0 ≤ t ≤ a(p 0 ). Both requirements can be easily verified.
Next, we will show that f (p 0 ) is monotonically increasing over (0, 1). It suffices to show that f (p 0 ) > 0 over (0, 1), since f (p 0 ) is differentiable. To this end, we define g i (p 0 ) as
Clearly, we have f (p 0 ) = ∞ i=0 g i (p 0 ). Hence, we need to show that ∞ i=0 g i (p 0 ) > 0. A key observation is the following. Lemma 1: If there exists an integer k such that g k (p 0 ) < 0, then for all i > k we have g i (p 0 ) < 0. Proof: By (13), we have g i+1 (p 0 ) = r(1 − λp 0 ) r + (i + 1)p 0 g i (p 0 ), for i ≥ 0.
Taking derivatives on both sides, we obtain g i+1 (p 0 ) = − r(rλ + (i + 1)) (r + (i + 1)p 0 ) 2 g i (p 0 ) + r(1 − λp 0 ) r + (i + 1)p 0 g i (p 0 ).
Note that 1 − λp 0 > 0. Hence, if g k (p 0 ) < 0, then we have g k+1 (p 0 ) < 0. By Lemma 1, we only need to consider two cases: 1) For all i ≥ 1, g i (p 0 ) ≥ 0. 2) There exists an integer k such that for all i < k, g i (p 0 ) ≥ 0 and for all i ≥ k, g i (p 0 ) < 0. For Case 1), we have ∞ i=0 g i (p 0 ) > 0, because g 0 (p 0 ) = 1 and g i (p 0 ) ≥ 0 when i ≥ 1. For Case 2), we need some additional argument. By (14) , we have (r + (i + 1)p 0 )g i+1 (p 0 ) = r(1 − λp 0 )g i (p 0 ), for i ≥ 0.
Hence,
∞ i=1 (r + ip 0 )g i (p 0 ) = r(1 − λp 0 ) ∞ i=0 g i (p 0 ).
It follows that
Recall that k is the smallest integer such that g k (p 0 ) < 0. Thus, we have
This implies that
∞ i=0 g i (p 0 ) > 0.
